Dangerous Waste Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facility – Class 1 Modification (requires no prior approval)

**Application Phase**
- **Start**
  - **Applicant** notifies public of permit modification within 90 days after change is put into effect

**Review and Issuance Phase**
- **Applicant** notifies Ecology of modification within 7 days after change is put into effect
  - **Ecology** reviews modification
    - **Ecology** approves modification
      - **Applicant** can appeal Ecology’s decision to the Pollution Control Hearings Board
    - **Ecology** denies modification
      - **Public** may request Ecology to review the modification

**Appeal Phase**
- **Public** can appeal Ecology’s decision to the Pollution Control Hearings Board
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For more information on this or any permitting process visit [http://www.otra.wa.gov](http://www.otra.wa.gov) or call the Governor’s Office for Regulatory Innovation and Assistance at (800) 917-0043
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